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Abstract. We discuss and illustrate alternative analytical strategies for represent-
ing coordination networks in innovative virtual communities bounded by  
production relationships among participants. We use information on email com-
munication networks reconstructed using data from the Apache Open Source 
project to give empirical contents to our arguments and to substantiate our claims 
that: (i) Self-organizing networks provide the basic principles of coordination in 
such communities; (ii) Once in place, deliberate governance arrangements affect 
coordination patterns within virtual communities; (iii) Structural properties of 
communication networks change significantly over time depending on their in-
ternal organizational logics, and (iv) Affiliation (a.k.a. two mode) networks  
provide a useful representation for detecting community structures.   
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1   Introduction 

Recent years have seen the emergence of new conceptual models of innovation which 
rely on ICT mediated communication to coordinate production and exchange activi-
ties. Such models tend to assign a rather limited role to formal governance mecha-
nisms that are viewed as restricted in scope (to regulated tasks) and time (adoption in 
advanced stages of growth). These two simple assumptions are of great relevance for 
the study of organizational dynamics of innovation.  

When the knowledge needed to generate innovation is both complex and distributed 
across different organizations or units [1], network partners and institutions affecting 
patterns of exchange become of central importance for our understanding of innovation 
processes. For example, [2] argued that successful teams (X-teams) within organizations, 
today are characterized by porous boundaries and fluid membership allowing organiza-
tions to reach the knowledge they need to sustain high innovation rates over the time.  

In order to achieve some collective objective organization members are supposed to 
rely on some form of shared knowledge. When such knowledge is distributed around a 
community of interacting actors, interdependent tasks typically require some informa-
tion exchange in order to be coordinated [3]. In the project management literature, for 
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example, information exchange has been argued to map a kind of 'state of the world 
awareness' to sequences of 'possible actions' [4]. Then, both the amount and structure 
of known information determine the complexity1 of decisional processes for project 
teams in order to perform tasks. Literature on problem solving [5,6] proposed that 
modular (decomposable in near independent parts) and barely formal organizational 
architectures should display an evolutionary advantage, when compared with more 
traditional ones, in complex and fast changing environments.  

Despite this recent recognition of the advantages for both distributed and net-
worked models of innovation, comparatively little attention has been paid to  commu-
nication patterns. We think of communication as an important means of coordination, 
an enacted structure that links interdependent tasks2 to be performed [7], [8] in order 
to 'feed' innovation processes. We also think that Open Source Software (hereafter 
OSS) projects could be a perfect empirical setting to both develop and test a reflection 
on distributed organizational dynamics. In this paper we will focus on email commu-
nication intended as the main means of coordination for distributed development in a 
successful OSS project.  

We will discuss general issues about the dynamics of organizational structure, and 
the adequacy of available analytical strategies for detecting it and represent its change 
over the time. More precisely we want to explore four issues: (i) the evolution of in-
formation exchange structures defined in terms of communication networks; (ii) the 
impact of adopting formal governance arrangements on communication structures; 
(iii) the usefulness of direct communication networks as a basis for networks decom-
position, and (iv) the detection of community structures in communication networks, 
based on the dual association between programmers and mailing list [9]. 

To give empirical content to our argument, we collected communication data for 
our analysis from the mail archive of the Apache Open Source project. Our data cove 
a ten year time period – from 1995 to 2004. Beginning in 1995, the Apache commu-
nity created and maintained, over the years, the most widely implemented web server 
software in the world. The second part of this paper consists of an analytical devel-
opment of our perspective on the endogenous organizational dynamics of communi-
cation and coordination. Each of our four general arguments is introduced by an 
abridged survey on the state of the art in OSS literature. Then each issue is developed 
by means of network analytical tools and results are discussed. The paper concludes 
with research questions that could further extend and strengthen the preliminary  
results presented. 

2   Discovering and Representing Structure 

For our analysis we computed simple structure indicators for two kinds of networks 
linking participants to the Apache community: (i) direct communication networks; 
and (ii) affiliation networks. The first is a one-mode social network in the sense that it 

                                                           
1 A complex system of whatever nature (natural, social or symbolic) is intended here as one 

which is made of a large number of simple but interdependent component parts. 
2 The paper by Cataldo et al. (2006) is a notable exception, linking technical interdependencies 

to coordination requirement to actual coordination by means of email communication, over 
the time. This paper is developed in a commercial software development empirical setting. 
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records activities of relational exchange among individuals. In the second network 
individuals are connected through their dual association with mailing lists to which 
they contribute. 

Direct communication networks are intended here as networks whose nodes are 
community members and whose links exist between two nodes when an agent (devel-
oper) sent a message in-reply-to another message by another agent (developer). Links 
were weighted using the number of exchanged messages among dyads of  agents. 
Affiliation networks are built with two kind of nodes – programmers and mailing  
lists – and nodes of one type only connect with nodes of the other type. 

For analysis in both points 2.1 and 2.3 we generated random graphs (normal distri-
bution of nodal degrees) in order to compare them with actually observed networks. 
For analysis in paragraph 2.3 we just operated a network reduction cutting lines and 
nodes under a given threshold of connectivity. For analysis in paragraph 2.4 we fist, 
folded two-mode networks by multiplying original matrices (algebraic representation 
of networks with nodes of type one on rows and nodes of type two on columns) for 
transposed ones (which have the same kind of nodes on rows and columns). In this 
way we obtained one mode networks, weighted for the number of shared nodes (of 
the other type). On these networks we used Newman clustering algorithm for finding 
community structures [10]. This algorithm hierarchically decomposes networks in sub 
component progressively removing nodes with highest betweenness centrality [11]. 

2.1   Evolutionary Dynamics of Communication: Scale-Free Networks and  
Self-organization 

The diagrams reported in Figure 1 show the evolutionary trajectory of such 'direct 
communication' networks for the Apache project over ten years time period 1995-
2004. Here below we offer some simple metrics on networks over the time (chart 1). 
The number of nodes increased from 28, in 1995 to 6353 in 2004. The number of 
edges (network ties) increased from 38 to 16100 during the same time period. The 
components count was 1 in 1995 and grew to 113 in 2004. In Figure 2 we can see 
how both network degree centralization (average centrality for the overall network) 
and network density decreased by one and two orders of magnitude respectively over 
the observation period.  

Weiss and colleagues [12] studied the degree (number of lines incident to a vertex) 
distribution for the Apache email archive finding that only few developers held a high 
value (degree distribution follows a power law). They also controlled for the existence 
of the so called preferential a attachment phenomenon according to which over the 
time more connected nodes are more likely to become even more connected than  
others (rich gets richer). 

Our analysis confirms this results and we also controlled for both the clustering co-
efficient values and average distance values over time [13]. Both average distance and 
clustering coefficient values, were higher then the correspondent values in random 
networks with the same density and number of nodes (see figure 3). This result could 
be interpreted as the overall network holding a scale-free topology [14]. It has already 
been shown [14] how scale-free networks could be generated from an initial network 
according to a variety of self-organization mechanisms. A well studied mechanism is 
preferential attachment. If over the time new nodes attach themselves to others  
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Fig. 1. Six snapshots representing the evolution of direct communication networks over a ten 
years time period. (a) 1995; (b) 1996; (c) 1997 ; (d) 1998; (e) 1999; (f) 2000. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Node count, edge count and component count (Y axes in logarithmic scale); (b) 
Density, Degree Centralization and Betweenness Centralization (Y axes in logarithmic scale) 

 
according to the simple 'preference' for already highly central others a scale-free  
network will obtain. 
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Fig. 3. Original networks. Both the average distance and the clustering coefficient for the real 
networks are over the values for the random generated networks. 

This concept, that literally means the emergence of organizational structures in ab-
sence of central planners, seems to be of a certain interest for the study of virtual 
communities. In economics it has been argued that this behavior could be explained 
by the signaling incentives for individual programmers on the labor market [15, 16, 
12] it.  

2.2   Enters Design: The Impact of Formal Institutions on Communication 
Networks 

Self-organization in virtual communities is an obviously important – if emergent - 
coordination mechanism. However, recent research has shown that in successful fast 
growing projects self-organization needs to be balanced by formal governance ar-
rangements (or “institutions”) designed to affect the development process in desirable 
directions [17].  

According to the James Thompson’s influential statement, technological interde-
pendencies may assume three basic forms. Arranged in an increasing degree of  
complexity the forms of interdependence are: (i) pooled; (ii) sequential, and (iii) re-
ciprocal [18]. According to Thompson, organizational structures should be designed 
in order to cope with the different degrees of complexity coming with task  
interdependencies to be coordinated.      

Basing on our initial assumption that in virtual communities coordination should 
be mirrored by communication patterns, we expected that those patterns would 
change after the design and implementation of formal governance arrangements. 
More precisely, the formalization of organizational structures, which in our case study 
could be intended as the creation of the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) in 1999, 
would lead coordination toward simpler forms. 

In order to explore this argument, we counted in direct communication networks 
over time, how many patterns were corresponding to Thompson's interdependencies, 
as percentage of the total number. As showed in figure 4, our expectations are con-
firmed because: on the on hand, both 'pooled' and 'sequential' interdependencies tend 
(on average) to increase before 2000, while they tend to diminish after that time; on 
the other hand, reciprocal interdependencies – the more complex type – increased 
before 2000 and diminished after that time. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Thompson's interdependencies count in direct communication networks measured as 
percentage of the total number of links among nodes; (b) Interdependency shapes 

2.3   The Adequacy of 'in-Reply-to' Built Networks to Network Decomposition  

Another point that should moderate the extent of findings on self-organizing dynam-
ics in OSS projects is about coordination and division of labor in large communities. 
Early literature on OSS development highlighted how small groups of developers 
actually accounted for writing the most of software code in Apache and Mozilla [19], 
and Gnome [20].  

This studies also found that the number of contributors who fixed bugs was one order 
of magnitude higher than the number of those who wrote the code [19]. It seems that, 
when looking at productivity, large communities display core-periphery structures [21] 
and nested layers of roles [22]. So we ask here: what happens to communication net-
works when we just consider the core of  interaction processes? In order to explore this 
issue, we assumed that the more a developer writes code the more hi will use email 
communication in order to coordinate his actions with other community members. Then, 
we applied a simple cut (lines and nodes) reduction on our direct-communication  
networks.  

This means that we removed from networks that lines with a value lower than a 
given threshold (say 3 exchanged emails) and then we removed which those nodes that 
resulted to have a total degree (in + out) less than 1 (say isolate nodes). The results of 
this procedure are showed in figure 5. The so reduced network 'captures' on average 
(over the time) the 21% of nodes, the 17% of lines and the 63% of components.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Nodes, lines and components after net. reduction with cut-threshold = 3; (b) Cluster-
ing coefficient and average distance, cut-threshold = 3. Values marked with * refers to random 
generated networks. 
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It is also to notice that in reduced networks the density is on average the 27% 
higher than in the original networks. We interpret tis result as a higher connectivity 
among more active (core) members of the community. It is also to notice that net-
works, whose links were created using the in-reply-to filed on email headers, are very 
sensible to cut-like method of reduction. 

When we look at values from the reduced networks at least two things are to no-
tice: first, the clustering coefficient is monotonically growing (figure 5.b.) instead of 
floating (figure 5.a.); second, the values of average distance for real networks is 
higher than the correspondent values for random generated networks. Combining 
these two findings we could say that core members tend, over the time, to form  
clusters which are characterized by high inbound connectivity and low outbound  
connectivity. 

2.4   Modular Architectures, Affiliation Networks and Newman Clustering 

The findings in paragraph 2.3 made us thinking about another strand of organizational 
literature on modular structures3 on OSS projects whose major claim is that coordina-
tion patterns should mirror technical interdependencies [23]. Because software has a 
more modular architecture than more traditional products have, the organization that 
produces it should have a modular structure as well. 

On the one hand, it is very reasonable to assume, coherently with modularity the-
ory [24], that a programmer working in a peripheral module probably just knows very 
little about what the development concerns in another 'distant' periphery of the com-
munity. On the other hand, community members who frequently work on the same 
modules should be supposed to reciprocally communicate. Then we think that coordi-
nation network structures could be decomposed in modules (mailing lists) according 
to affiliation patterns of agents (developers).  

In order to explore this issue, as mentioned at the beginning of this analytical sec-
tion, we built a two-mode network where nodes of type one are programmers and 
nodes of type two are mailing lists (see respectively red nodes and yellow nodes in 
figure 6. The weight of this affiliation is computed as the number of email that a  
programmer sent to a mailing list per year.    

From the two-mode network we 'derived', a new one-mode network (folded) whose 
nodes are only mailing lists. The underlying assumption when we build this new net-
work is that the higher the number of programmers who use the same mailing lists the 
more those mailing list refer to interdependent activities. By construction, two mailing 
lists were linked when at least a developer wrote an email on both. The weight of 
these relations have been imposed equal to the sum of developers shared by mailing 
lists dyads (and adjusted for the weight of affiliation). These new (folded) network 
loses the property of representing 'exact' communication patterns but it is less sensi-
tive to cut-reduction. This means that we can consider only the developers who, wrote 
at lest a given number of emails (for example 10) over a year time period without 
dramatically altering the network structure. 

                                                           
3 A modular structure, or architecture, is intended as one in which components (building 

blocks) are barely interdependent among them. A practical consequence for product-project 
management is that near independent components can be developed in parallel.  
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Fig. 6. Affiliation networks with data for 1997 (a) and 2000 (b). Yellow nodes are mailing lists 
(intended as coordination modules), while red nodes are community members (intended as 
coordination agents). In figure (a) the size of nodes is proportional to its weighted degree.  

In order to find sub-communities of coordination modules (represented for exam-
ple as clusters of mailing lists), we used a folded one mode (mailing list to mailing 
list) networks (year 2000)  reduced applying a cut-with threshold = 10. Then, we used 
the Newman clustering algorithm for detecting community structures. The modularity 
level was measured by a clustering coefficient Q ranging from 0 (non modular struc-
ture) to 1 (totally modular structure). We found a Q = 0.2013 in the mailinglist-
mailinglist network (see figure 3.b where the same color is assigned to nodes that be-
long to the same cluster). 

This research strategy was intended as a test for the 'resistance' of folded networks 
to cut-like reductions, we tried it for increasing cut-thresholds, ranging from 0 to 10, 
before running the Newman clustering algorithm and we found that the Q (modularity 
coefficient) only changed by a 0.1% for that range. The resulting modularity coeffi-
cient (Q) values could be interpreted as detecting a low modular organizational struc-
ture (of coordination). We also repeated the clustering process using a folded network 
with only developer-nodes and obtained (Q) values which were very close to 0.8, 
highlighting a very modular social structure, for both original and reduced (having cut 
threshold from 0 to 10) networks.   

 

Fig. 7. (a) Dendogram; module-module (lists) network, cut threshold = 10,  Q = 0.2013. (b) 
Reduced network. Node colors reflect Newman algorithm clusters. 
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3   Conclusions and Further Research 

The results that we reported in this paper confirm that, when we build direct commu-
nication networks using the in-reply-to field of email headers for generating links, the 
overall network topology tends to develop scale-free qualities. This could be inter-
preted as the presence of self-organization in virtual communities, that is coordination 
structures could be thought to emerge in absence of central planners. 

Despite this finding, we showed how the same networks could reveal that organ-
izational design, which may be viewed as an almost opposite exogenous organizing 
principle, could have been affecting coordination-communication patterns over the 
time. We think that a further exploration of connectivity patterns could advantage the 
knowledge in the field of emergence of governance in virtual communities. In particu-
lar it could be interesting to control for the existence of eventual correlations  
among developers attributes (productivity, tenure etc.) and Thompson's typical  
interdependencies.    

Driven by contrasting (or balancing) dynamics that we have documented, we fur-
ther explored the issue of finding core interaction components in the overall networks. 
At a macro-level we observed a more clustered structure after reduction. However, 
direct-communication networks resulted very sensible to a low cut-reduction thresh-
old, that is the shape of networks changed a lot when we just assumed that core com-
munity members exchanged at least three emails over a one year time period. This 
means that further micro-level analysis, like the one conducted in paragraph 2.2 could 
not be significant anymore. 

A possible way to cope with this issue is presented in paragraph 2.4, where we pro-
posed a different way to represent communication networks based on the idea of affilia-
tion of developers to mailing list as 'modules' of the overall coordination structure. We 
have shown that 'folded' networks, either agent-agent or list-list from affiliation ones 
(with a cut threshold of ten) are respectively highly modular and low modular ones. A 
further contribution in this direction could be the construction of networks where devel-
opers affiliate to a more micro-level of coordination-communication that is emails 
threads. This could offer a representation which is closer to direct communication  
without suffering from obvious problems of sensibility to cut reduction.  
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